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residential burglary, point of entry likely front door opened through letter
box, keys for vehicle taken, car taken and found parked around corner
near original location.
unknown person has forced bottom of garage door open, causing it to
bend and be left insecure. no property taken from inside. It is not
believed suspects managed to enter
Victim 1 parked his vehicle at 1500 and returned at 1700 hours to find
damage to his vehicle
by person unknown causing damage to victim's vehicle
By suspect unknown causing criminal damage to the victims motor
vehicle whilst parked secure and unattended at the venue between the
times shown.
Side window smashed, nothing has been taken.
A silver Mitsubishi Space Wagon, suspects unknown have cut 2 of the
tyres valves while it was parked in the street at the venue shown.
by unknown suspects damaging lock to garage
Victim 1 had gone to suspect 1's house and suspect 1 caused damage
to victim 1's phone after an argument.
Unknown suspect used wire cutters to cut through fence panels without
consent in order to use the BMX track inside the grounds.
Victim distracted at ATM by suspect and money withdrawn from account

Other Theft

Suspect has entered the store along with his family. Ordered food for all
and sat inside the store to eat it. When there meal was finished suspect
has left the store without paying.
By person(s) not known, taking victims purse from her bag at location,
between times shown, unseen, then decamping in an unknown
direction.
Victim 1 has had £60 taken from her debit account. She believes her
post has been stolen which included a new debit card from the bank.
by suspect stealing property out of box belonging to Co-op

Other Theft

Victim 1 took the tube & train from Lime house to Mitcham
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Victim 1 has left phone in venue between times shown when unknown
suspect has taken it.
by suspect "snatching" gold chain from around the victims neck
Phone call to police after victim 2 heard smash from within home
address, looked outside and noticed victim 1s car was being broken
into. Brief description.
Vehicle number plate removed from parked motorcycle.
by victim leaving his moped outside his friends house unlocked and
discovering it had been stolen
Victim has parked his bike down the side of his house and upon return
to it has found that the bike has been stolen and removed.
victims bike was stolen but he recovered it near another block of flats
Suspect has taken his brother in laws car without consent, driven drunk
with no insurance and crashed into another vehicle.
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